
Düsseldorf symbols

 

a long time
(limited time + long + description indicator)
Gloss changed to long time  ok? ok!
... but should this really have a quality indicator – as of an adj.?
abstinence  Existing.
Add :chastity
Gloss in std list changed to celibacy,chastity,abstinence ? 
ok!

acrobat
(person + gymnastics + show [contr.])

acrobatics
(activity + gymnastics + show [contr.])

adding
(addition + thing indicator)
What does this mean – in relation to 'addition' tillsats – add-on?
Gloss changed to adding, additive ok? ok!

Advent
(limited time + before + Christmas)

agnosticism
(doubt + God: belief that we don´t know of either the existence 
or the nonexistence of God)

agreement (spoken)
(mouth + agreement)

agreement (written)  
(paper +  agreement)

aid store room
(store room + aid)

ankle splint
(aid + joint [contr.] + ankle + thing indicator)
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animal droppings
(waste + animal)

another
(thing + two)
See also: other person

Ascension (The)
(up + Christ)
Gloss changed to Ascension (of Christ)  ? ok!

Ascension Day
(day + Ascension)

asparagus
(pictograph: stalk and roots)

assessment room
(room + assessment)

at one´s destination, there
(end + description indicator)

auditor, accountant
(person + watch [contr.] + money)

avalanche
(snow + down + mountain)

bark (to)
(to talk + dog + action indicator)
Gloss changed to bark -(to)  ok!

bicycle path
(place + activity + bicycle)
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bisexual
(feeling + male and female + both + description indicator)

bisexual
(feeling + male and female + both)
Note: Added !  ok!

bit 
(metal [contr.] + mouth + horse)
Gloss changed to bit (horse)  ok? ok!

bleat (to), baa (to)
(to talk + sheep + action indicator)
Gloss changed to bleat, baa -(to)  ok? ok!

Bliss fanatic
(fanatic + blissymbolics)
Is this really needed in the AV?  No! Bring to Stockholm!

blood vessel
(tube + blood [contr.])

blush (to)
(face + red + action indicator)
Gloss changed to blush -(to)   ok!

body brace, corsette
(aid + joint [contr.] + body + thing indicator)
Gloss corrected to body brace, corset  ok!

body fluid
(liquid + body)

body hair
(hair + body)

body part
(part of + body)
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body temperature
(temperature + body)

bolt (to) 
(horse + three intensity characters + danger + action indicator)
Gloss changed to bolt (horse) -(to)   ok!

bomb, explosive
(explosion + thing indicator)

bow
(curve + thing indicator)
Unclear definition: What curved thing/bow is intended?
Bow as in “bow and arrow” etc.?

bridle, headstall
(harness + muzzle + thing indicator)

bring (to) Existing.
Add: import (to)
Why this addition - there is already an “import-(to)”? Unclear 
definition and motivation – could just as well add “export -(to)”?
Skip this addition!  ok!

bus lane
(place + activity + bus)

bus station
(station + bus)

bus stop, bus bay
(platform + bus)
CHANGE

cable car
(enclosure + combination of upward/forward and 
downward/backward)

cancer
(illness + cell + repetition)
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canter (to)
(horse + two intensity characters + action indicator)
Gloss changed to canter -(to)  ok!

care
(action + protection)

care (to)
(care + action indicator)
Gloss changed to care -(to)  ok!

celibacy
(chastity + religion)
Gloss changed to celibacy (religious)  ok?

ceramics, pottery 
(craft + clay)
Note the alternative gloss “clay” for “mud” is not found for 
English - to be added ? YES! 

certain, sure
(without + doubt + description indicator)

chair lift
(chair + combination of upward/forward and 
downward/backward)
Gloss changed to chairlift  ok?  ok!

chairman
(combination of leader [modified] and  meeting [modified])

challenge
(opposition + cause + action)

charm
(personality + positive)

charming
(charm + description indicator)
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checked
(many + grid + description indicator)

chest hair
(hair + chest)

child care
(care + child)
Child can be replaced by an appropriate specifier.

Children´s Day
(day + child)

chirp (to), twitter (to)
(to talk + bird + action indicator)
Gloss changed to chirp, twitter -(to)  ok?  ok!

circus
(showplace + tent [contr.])

clean
(without + spot + description indicator)
Description – changed from (without + dots + descr.indicator) 
to (without + spot + description indicator)  ok?  ok!

cloak-room, walk-in closet
(room + clothes)
Gloss changed to cloakroom, walk-in closet  ok?  ok!

cloudberry
(compound berry + marsh)

cold
(illness + liquid + nose)
Gloss changed to cold,common cold  ok?  ok!

common, mutual, shared
(to have + together + description indicator)
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commuter train
(train + back and forth)
Gloss changed to 'commuter, commuter train'  ok? No, as is!

conductive education
(education + plus + therapy)

conductor
(person + conductive education)
Gloss changed to conductor (teacher, therapist)  ok?  ok!

constipation
(illness + bowel movement [contr.] + stop)
SYNONYM
Gloss changed to constipation (2)  ok?  ok!
constipation
(bowel movement [contr.] + stop)
SYNONYM
Gloss changed to constipation (1)  ok?  ok!

constitution
(method + country)

croak (to)
(to talk + frog + action indicator)
Gloss changed to croak (frog) -(to)  ok?  ok!

crown prince
(prince + future)

crown princess
(princess + future)

cuddle (to)   
(hug + feeling + action indicator)
Gloss changed to cuddle -(to)   ok!

cure (to)  
(to destroy + illness + action indicator)
Gloss changed to cure -(to)   ok!
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currency
(money + country)
Existing since Oxford!  Remove from this list  ok?!  ok!

dancing therapy
(therapy + dance)

decoration
(adding + beautiful + thing indicator)
Note: Existing!  Added synonym or replacement? 
Addition!  (OLD) added to gloss of existing ISO# 13650 Ok!

democracy
(country + to permit + choice)

devoted
(devotion + description indicator)
Note: existing as “special” ISO# 17223 !! 
Suggestion (Mats&Britt): Change “special” symbol to contain 
only one exclamation mark (instead of two)  ok? ok!

devotee
(person + devotion)
Gloss changed to devotee,fan  ok?  ok!

devotion
(feeling + important)

diarrhoea
(illness + bowel movement + intensity)
Gloss changed to diarrhea, diarrhoea  ok?  ok!

domestic
(in + country + description indicator)

dotted
(many + dot + description indicator)
BUT where is the Bliss-word for “dot” ?? To be added !? YES! 
(existed in the English BRG lexicon, but not in WinBliss) ok!
BUT do we have an ISO# for it ?
dried
(water + to delete + description after the fact indicator) 
Note: Existing since Antwerp! Removed from this list! ok!
Note: “dried bean” from old vocab should be updated! 
Done! Added (OLD) to gloss of ISO#13880 + new bean (dried)
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dried apricot
(apricot + dried)
Gloss changed to apricot (dried)  ok?   ok!

bean (dried)
(bean + dried)
Added -  ok?  

dried fish
(fish + dried)
Gloss changed to fish (dried)  ok?   ok!

dried flower
(flower + dried)
Gloss changed to flower (dried)  ok?   ok!

dried fruit
(fruit + dried)
Gloss changed to fruit (dried)  ok?   ok!

dried meat
(meat + dried)
Gloss changed to meat (dried)  ok?   ok!

dry
(water + to delete + description indicator)
Note: Existing since Antwerp! Removed from list! ok!

dry (to)
(water + to delete + action indicator)
Note: Existing since Antwerp! Removed from list! ok!

drying cupboard, airing cupboard
(cupboard + to dry + cloth)

drying room (chamber)
(room + to dry + cloth)
Gloss changed to drying room, drying chamber  ok? ok!

 

dump (to), dispose of (to)
(waste + action indicator)
Gloss changed to dump, dispose -(to)  ok? ok!
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elbow splint
(aid + joint [contr.] + elbow + thing indicator)

electorate
(person + to choose: person who chooses or votes for a public 
official) 
Correct definition? According to WN “electorate” is “the body of 
enfranchised citizens; those qualified to vote” !?
Gloss changed to elector, voter  ok? ok!
electorates
(electorate + plural indicator)
See above! According to WN this would be the correct Bliss-
word – with the gloss in singular form …?
Gloss changed to electorate  ok? ok!

endangered
(danger + delete + description before the fact indicator)

Epiphany
(event + to observe + Christ)

escalator, moving stairs
(stairs + up and down)

Estonia
(in E. singing, e g in choirs, is very important)

existence
(life + world)
Change gloss to existence, being (1)  ok!
(to accommodate for existence, being (2) from Dundee)

experiment (to)  
(activity + purpose + answer + action indicator)
Gloss changed to experiment -(to)   ok!

explode (to)  
Existing
Removed from this list!  ok!

exploded
(explosion + description after the fact indicator)
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explosion
(thing + four arrows [modified], moving outwards)
Existing (previous “explosive”) ISO# 14132 – gloss changed ! 
ok!

explosive
(explosion + description before the fact indicator)

facial hair
(hair + face)

Family Day
(day + family)

fan
(machine + wind)
Gloss changed to fan (machine)  ok? ok!

fanatic
(devotion + intensity + description indicator)

fanatic (person)
(devotee + intensity)

farrier
(person + hoof)
Gloss changed to farrier, horseshoer  ok?  No – as is ! ok!

Father´s Day
(day + father)

fee
(money + for + activity) 

fertile 
Existing
(ISO# 14168) removed from this list
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fertilized
(conception + description after the fact indicator)

fever, temperature
(body temperature + high)

few
(number + small + description indicator)

financial support
(help + with + money)

finger nail
(protection + finger)
Gloss changed to fingernail, nail  ok? ok!

flu (the)
(illness + body + intensity: your entire body is aching)
Gloss changed to flue, influenza  ok? ok!

foot path
(place + activity + to walk)
Gloss changed to walkway, footpath  ok!

foreign
(out + country + description indicator)

fort, fortress
(castle + war)

foundation
(pictograph)
Gloss changed to foundation, basis  ok? Ok!
Gloss on previous “foundation” (Furuboda 2003) changed to 
“foundation (building)”
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fundamental law
(law + fundamental)

fundamental rule
(rule + fundamental)

fundamental, basic
(foundation + description indicator)

fundamentalism
(belief + fundamental)

fundamentalism (religious)
(religion + fundamental)

fundamentalist
(person + fundamentalism)

fundamentalist (religious)
(person + fundamentalism)

gallop (to) 
(horse + three intensity characters + action indicator)
Gloss changed to gallop -(to)  Ok!

gelding 
(stallion + sterilized)

general
(generalization + description indicator)

girth, cinch 
(linear thing + waist + horse + thing indicator)
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glacier
(ice + river: ice that moves in response to gravity)

glass craft
(craft + glass [contr.])

glow
(light + fire + end)

glow (to)
(glow + action indicator)
Gloss changed to glow -(to)   Ok!

groom
(person + to work +  to protect + horse)
Gloss changed to groom (horse)  ok? (changed!)  Ok!

groom (to)
(horse brush + action indicator)
Gloss changed to groom (horse) -(to)  ok? (changed!)  Ok!

growl (to)
(to talk + opposition + dog + action indicator)
Gloss changed to growl (dog) -(to)  ok? Ok!

grunt (to)
(to talk + pig + action indicator)
Gloss changed to grunt (pig) -(to)  ok? Ok!

hair drier
(tool + to dry + hair)
Gloss changed to hair drier, blow dryer  ok? Ok!

hand splint
(aid + joint [contr ] + hand + thing indicator)

harness
(group of + linear thing + combination + thing indicator)
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harness (horse)
(harness + horse + thing indicator)

harness (to)
(harness + action indicator + thing indicator)
Gloss changed to harness -(to)   Ok!

harness (to) (horse)
(harness + horse + action indicator + thing indicator)
Gloss changed to harness (horse) -(to)  ok? Ok!

hay
(grass + dried)

heal (to)  
(to become + healthy + action indicator)
Gloss changed to heal -(to)   Ok!

hibernation
(sleep + winter)

hiss (to)
(to talk + opposition + cat + action indicator)
Gloss changed to hiss (cat) -(to)  ok? Ok!

hitch (to), tie up (to), fix up (to) 
(to fasten + animal + action indicator)
Gloss changed to hitch, tie up, fix up -(to)  ok? Ok!

homosexual
(homosexuality + description indicator)

homosexuality
(combination of male and female homosexuality)

hoof
(horse + pointer, to hoof)
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hoof pick 
(tool + hoof)

horse box, stall
(room + horse)

horse brush, body brush
(brush + horse)

horse cloth
(cloth + protection + horse)

horse droppings
(waste + horse)

horse trailer, horse box
(combination of enclosure and vehicle + horse)
Gloss changed to horse trailer, horsebox  ok? Ok!

horsehair
(material + hair + horse)

horseshoe
(protection + hoof)

horseshoe nail
(pin + horseshoe)

humid, damp, moist
(humidity + description indicator)
Note: Existing since Antwerp! “damp, moist” added to gloss! 
Removed from this list! Ok!

humidity
(air + water)
Note: Existing since Antwerp! Removed from this list!  Ok!
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Hungary
(a country that is a bridge between East and West)

hurry
(time + fast)
Added!  (based on “hurry (in a)”  Ok!

Hurry -(to)
(time + fast + action indicator)
Added!  (based on “hurry (in a)”  Ok!

hydro therapy
(therapy + activity + water)
Gloss changed to hydrotherapy  ok? Ok!

iceberg
(mountain + ice)

icefield
(much + ice)
Gloss changed to ice field  ok? Ok!

in a hurry
(time + fast + description indicator)
Gloss changed to hurry (in a)  ok?
Shouldn't this concept be represented also in noun and verb 
forms ? YES!  Ok!

independent
(ability + self + description indicator)

invisible
(without + to see + description indicator)

involvement
(feeling + activity + together)

jaguar
(animal + group of + spot: fur with small dots within larger 
rosette markings)
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kidney
(pictograph)

Kingdom of God, Heaven
(world + God)
Gloss changed to Heaven, Kingdom of God  ok? Ok!

knot
(combination + string + thing indicator)

Lent
(limited time + before + Easter)  
Note:Britt spotted this to be incorrect: 
Corrected symbol instead of previous: Ok!                  
linear thing (horizontal), bar
(horizontal line + thing indicator)
Gloss changed to bar, linear thing (horizontal)  No! As is Ok!
Note: Add to existing 'linear thing': linear thing, pole, etc  Ok!

lower body
(below + waist)

make the sign of a cross (to)
(hand + Christ [contr.] + action indicator)
Change gloss to make sign of the cross -(to)  ok? Ok!
Add also as a noun:  sign of the cross  (as of WN)?  ok? Ok!

mane
(hair + horse + pointer, to neck)
Change gloss to mane (horse)  ok? Ok!

manège, riding school,
(place + knowledge + horse: a place for training)
Change gloss to riding school, manege  ok? Ok!

manure, fertilizer
(addition + to grow + thing indicator)

mare 
(horse + female)
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medical treatment
(help + medical)

member of government
(leader + country)
Change gloss to minister (government)  ok? Ok!

menstrual blood
(blood + uterus [contr.])

metal craft
(craft + metal [contr.])

mew (to) 
(to talk + cat + action indicator)
Change gloss to meow, mew -(to)  ok? No! mew, meow -(to) 
Ok!

monarchy
(country + royal)

moo (to), bellow (to)
(to talk + cow + action indicator)
Change gloss to moo, bellow -(to)  ok? Ok!

Mother´s Day
(day + mother)

muzzle
(horse + pointer, to muzzle)

nature craft
(craft + plant)

navel
(body + dot + pointer, to navel)
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neigh (to), whinny (to) 
(to talk + horse + action indicator)
Change gloss to neigh, whinny -(to)  ok? Ok!

occupational therapy
(therapy + activity)

occupational therapy room
(room + occupational therapy)

organ
(generalization + kidney)
Change gloss to organ (body)  ok? Ok!

paddock
(enclosure + field + small)

paper craft
(craft + paper)

parachute harness
(harness + parachute + thing indicator)

parking lot
(place + car)

participation
(activity + together)
Note: Existing since Antwerp! Removed from this list! Ok!

passport
(book + to let + travel)

pastureland, enclosed field
(enclosure + field)
Change gloss to pasture, enclosed field  ok? Ok!
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pavement, sidewalk
(platform + to walk)

personality 
(person + two pointers, suggesting the charisma radiating from 
a person)

physiotherapy
(therapy + muscle)

physiotherapy room
(room + physiotherapy)

pipe, hose
(pictograph)
SYNONYM 
Added as “pipe, hose, tube (2)” in Antwerp! Remove from here! 
Ok!

placenta
(organ + food + fetus)

platform
(pictograph)

politician
(person + politics)

politics
(combination of opinion and to lead)

pram straps
(harness + baby + thing indicator)
Change gloss to pram straps, safety harness  ok? Ok!

preceding, former, earlier
(first + in front of + description indicator)
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prescription
(paper + medicine)

president
(chairman + country)

prime minister
(chairman + country + first)

programme
(paper + plan + future: e.g. radio and tv)
Change gloss to program, programme  ok? Ok!

protected
(protection + description after the fact indicator)

protection of the environment 
(protection + environment)

prune
(plum + dried)

psychology room
(room + psychology)

public transportation
(generalization + bus)
Change gloss to public transport  ok? Ok!

purr (to) 
(to talk + feeling + cat + action indicator)
Change gloss to purr (cat) -(to)  ok? Ok!

queue, line
(line + group of + person)
Person can be replaced by an appropriate specifier.
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rack (to)
(horse + Iceland + action indicator: 
a pace typical for Icelandic horses)
Change gloss to rack, single-foot -(to)  ok? Ok!

raisins
(grapes + dried)

rash
(group of + dot + skin [contr.])
Change gloss to rash (skin)  ok? Ok!

reclaim (to)
(to dry + land + action indicator)
Change gloss to reclaim (marshes etc) -(to)  ok? Ok!

reins
(harness + child + thing indicator)
Change gloss to child harness, walking reins  ok? Ok!

religious fanatic
(fanatic + religion)

religious fanatic
(fanatic + religion)
Change gloss to religious fanatic (God based)  ok? Ok!

repair room
(room + to repair)

repair shop
(house + to repair)

republic
(country + leader + choice)

respirator
(machine + breath)
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responsibility
(conscience + other)

responsible
(responsibility + description indicator)

Resurrection of Christ
(resurrection + Christ)

riding boots
(boots + riding [contr.])

riding clothes
(clothes + riding [contr.])

riding helmet 
(helmet + riding [contr.])
Note: Existing since Furuboda ISO# 21616 ! Removed from this 
list! Ok!

riding instructor
(teacher [contr.] + horse)

road 
(place + activity + vehicle)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to road (2)  ok? Ok!

roar (to)
(to talk + lion + action indicator)
Change gloss to roar (lion) -(to)  ok? Ok!

rotation
(curved arrow suggesting circular motion)
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royal
(crown + description ind.)
[Added according to Britt's Swedish lexicon! OK ? Ok!

saddlepad
(cloth + saddle)
Change gloss to saddle pad, saddle blanket  ok? Ok!

salvation
(cause + freedom)
This is a very questionable Bliss-word – should rather be 
“liberation”!? WN definition for “salvation”: (the state of being 
saved or preserved from harm) or (saving someone or 
something from harm of from an unpleasant situation)
Suggestion: Keep Bliss-word, but change gloss to “liberation” 
Ok!
salvation (religious)
(salvation + religion) → (liberation + religious)  Ok!
See above! Very biased definition; for a non-religious person it 
could just as well have been “captured (religious)” WN 
definition:((Christianity) the act of delivering from sin or saving 
from evil)
Suggestion: Remove this Bliss-word – make a new one, based 
on a new concise “salvation”! Not now – to be discussed?

scabies
(insect + skin + plural indicator)

seat belt
(harness + vehicle + thing indicator)

service
(activity + to give + help)
Change gloss to service (help)  ok? Ok!
(“service” from Furuboda 2003 changed to 'service (work)'  Ok!)

sexual activity
(activity + sexual)

sexual aid
(aid + sexual + thing indicator)
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sexual play
(play + sexual)

sexually mature
(mature + sexual + description indicator)

sexually transmitted disease
(illness + sexual)
Change gloss to venereal disease  ok? Ok!

shall/will 
(then + action indicator: auxiliary verb for future)
Change gloss to shall, will -(modal aux v)  ok? Ok!
 'will-(to)' is hardly correct to mark this modal auxiliary verb ? Minor 
change from earlier suggestion  'shall,will -(modal_v)'

shampoo (to)
(shampoo + action indicator)
Change gloss to shampoo -(to)  ok? Ok!

shave (to)
(knife + hair + action indicator)
Change gloss to 'shave (2) -(to)'  ok? No! As is.  Ok!
Change gloss on previously existing 'shave' - ISO# 17945 - to 
'shave (beard) -(to)' Ok!

  

should/would
(then + conditional indicator: auxiliary verb for future conditional)
Change gloss to should, would -(modal aux v)  ok? Ok!
Minor change from earlier suggestion  'should,would -(modal_v)'

sit ski
(combination of skis and sit)
Note: Existing since Antwerp! Removed from this list!  Ok!

skin disease
(illness + skin)

skytrain, monorail
(vehicle + above)

slow, slowly
(forward + negative + description indicator)
This is a questionable Bliss-word: (forward + negative) could 
be “backwards” !? Could instead be defined as (forward + little) 
? Reconsider ?  Not now, but in Stockholm?  Ok!
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social
(society + description indicator)

society
(generalization + citizen)

solidarity
(feeling + together)

somersault
(rotation + ground)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to somersault (1)  ok? Ok!
somersault
(rotation + ground + person)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to somersault (2)  ok? Ok!

spark
(flame + star)

spasm
(activity + muscle + sudden)

speech therapy
(therapy + language)

speech therapy room
(room + speech therapy)

spiritual awareness
(insight + spirit)

splint
(aid + joint [contr.] + thing indicator)
Change gloss to splint (orthopedic)  ok? Ok!
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sport fanatic
(fanatic + sport)

square
(house + place + house)
Change gloss to square (public)  ok? Ok!

stallion, entire 
(horse + male)

starvation
(life + without + food)

station
(group of + platform)

still
(time + to continue + description indicator)
Change gloss to 'continuously, still'  ok? No! Instead: 
still, continuously  Ok!
still, continuing
(to continue + description indicator)
Change gloss to continuing, ongoing  ok? No! Instead: 
still,  continuing, ongoing  Ok!

stirrup
(support + foot + riding [contr.] + thing indicator)

stomach bug
(illness + vomit)
Change gloss to stomach flu  ok?  Ok!

stomach illness
(illness + stomach)

stop (vehicle)
(platform + vehicle)
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stretch (to)
(muscle + long + action indicator)
SYNONYM (are these two really intended as synonyms?) No!
Change gloss to stretch (muscles) -(to)  (if not syn.) ?  Ok!
stretch (to)
(to make + long + action indicator)
SYNONYM (are these two really intended as synonyms?) No!
Change gloss to stretch, elongate -(to)  (if not syn.) ?  Ok!

striped
(many + line + description indicator)

study (to)
(activity + learning + action indicator)
Change gloss to study -(to)    Ok!

stupid, dumb
(without + smartness + description indicator)
Note: “smartness” is missing – to be added? Yes!   Ok!

subway, metro, underground (vehicle)
(vehicle + under)
Change gloss to subway, metro, underground, tube  Ok!

sunflower
(flower + sun)

swash
(aid + activity + walk + thing indicator)
(...alternative glossing? … not found in lexicon)
Consider additional or alternative gloss ? Yes! - (In Sthlm)   Ok!

switch off (to), turn off (to)
(switch + minus + action indicator)
Change gloss to switch off, turn off -(to)   ok?  Ok!

switch on (to), turn on (to)
(switch + plus + action indicator)
CHANGE (Really?) No!
Change gloss to switch on, turn on -(to)   ok?  Ok!
(Suggested re-gloss of old switch on -(to) ISO# 17488 to 
switch -(to)  ok? )  Ok!

tack room 
(room + tool + horse)
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tadpole
(pictograph: the symbol also incorporates water)

tail
(hair + horse + pointer, to tail)
Change gloss to tail (horse)   ok?  Ok!

tail lift, lift
(platform + up and down)

team work
(work + together)

teetotalism
(to decide + without + alcohol)

temporary
(limited time + description indicator)

textile craft
(craft + cloth)

that
(“…indicates a halt and afterwards a free flow” [Semant. p. 
449]) See also: but
Change gloss to that -(conj)   ok?  Ok!
Change gloss for previous 'that' to that (there)   ?  Ok!

the royal family
(family + royal)
Change gloss to royal family  ok?  Ok!

therapeutic riding
(therapy + riding)

tie (to)
(knot + action indicator + thing indicator)
Change gloss to tie -(to)   Ok!
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towel
(cloth + to dry)
SYNONYM

town district
(part of + town)

train station
(house + train)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to train station (1)   ok?  Ok!
train station
(station + train)
SYNONYM
Change gloss to train station (2)   ok?  Ok!

tram
(long vehicle + track)

treat medically (to)
(medical treatment + action indicator)
Change gloss to treat, care for (medically) -(to)   ok?  Ok!

trolley bus
(bus + electricity)
Change gloss to trolleybus   ok?  Ok!

trot (to)
(horse + intensity + action indicator)
Change gloss to trot (horse) -(to)   ok?  Ok!

tube
(pictograph)
Remove from here – exists as “pipe, tube (closed)” from 
Antwerp !  Ok!

tumble-drier
(machine + to dry + cloth)

tunnel, subway, underpass
(pipe + under)
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underground station, subway station
(station + under)

unharness (to)
(to remove + harness + horse + action indicator + thing 
indicator)
Change gloss to unharness (horse) -(to)   ok?  Ok!
union
(group of + country  + together) 
Add specific letters for the appropriate union e g NATO.
Change gloss to union (political unit)  ok?  Ok!

upper body
(above + waist)

vaginal discharge
(liquid + vagina + down)

vehicle (long)
(pictograph: a vehicle that does not operate under its own 
power)

venereal papilloma
(dot + genitals + plural indicator)
(“papilloma” is not clearly a plural form of wart, is it? But the 
Bliss-word is! So shouldn't this and next rather be one Bliss-
word in singular and plural form?)
Change gloss to warts, papillomas (venereal)  (or remove) ?
venereal wart
(dot + genitals)
(See above!  Why not add a general form – non venereal?)
Change gloss to wart, papilloma (venereal)   ? No! As is!   Ok!

visa
(paper + to let + travel)

volte (to)
(horse + to rotate + action indicator:
a circular movement executed by a horse in manège)
Change gloss to volte (horse) -(to)   ok?  Ok!

walk (to) 
(horse + action indicator)
Change gloss to walk (horse) -(to)   ok?  Ok!
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walk way
(place + forward + to walk)
Suggested removal ! Gloss included in footpath  ok!

water (to)
(to give + water + action indicator)
Change gloss to water -(to)   ok?  Ok!

water bucket
(bucket + water)
(Note: “bucket” is found under the gloss “pail” in the old vocab 
– Change gloss to “pail, bucket” ok?)  Ok!

wheelchair straps
(harness + wheelchair + thing indicator)

wild strawberry
(strawberry + small)

woodcraft
(craft + wood)

wrist splint
(aid + joint [contr.] + wrist + thing indicator)
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